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Rig Sans Specimen
Font Overview

Font Specifics

Family Styles 

Supported Languages

Designer

Rig Sans is a streamlined geometric typeface, that speaks in a confident, 
affable tone. Its open, clean structure lends text a neutral, transparent 
quality. The generous x-height, clipped terminals and wide apertures 
enable Rig Sans to thrive, both in print and on screen.

Rig Sans’ sturdy characters produce text settings with excellent clarity and 
readability. Their shape has been adapted from robust letterforms originally 
designed to withstand 3D distortions. This unique approach has resulted in 
an original sans serif rendition and an adaptive, durable type family.

Rig Sans is comprised of eight weights and accompanying italics. 
Each weight contains 514 glyphs.
OpenType features include; alternate characters, all caps punctuation, 
fractions, ordinals, superscript, subscript and three figure styles. 

Albanian, Austrian, Basque, Breton, Bosnian, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, 
Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, Filipino, French, Galician, 
German, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Kurdish, Latin, 
Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, Maltese, Moldavian, Norwegian, Occitan, Polish, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Samoan, Serbian (Latin), Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, 
Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Walloon, Welsh, Wolof, Zulu.
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Thin Italic
Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
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Bold Italic
Extra Bold Italic
Black Italic
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Crisp and clean with a Granny smith apple mouth feel

Global Politics
Traditionally-designed products, hand forged from the finest iron

CUSTOM CYCLE GEOMETRY 

Venture Capital
Bernina Express – St Moritz, Switzerland to Tirano, Italy

Game Development
Charlotte Brontë (1816—1855)
“Just another day for the world’s greatest detective”

HYDROSTATIC
GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP
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Default Characters

Alternative Characters

JUDGE & QUICK

JUDGE & QUICK

Alternative Characters

Distinct I,l,1 and a dotted zero for clear 
differentiation between similar shaped characters. Il1O0

Sturdy, durable formsTerminals clipped to 90°Open aperturesGenerous x-height

ananHix sc ey an
Distinguishing Features
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in 

the heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, 

cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also features 

a dozen independent boutiques. The brightly painted 

façades are reminiscent of an English seaside resort, while 

on warm evenings the street has a charming, continental feel 

as diners sit outside under twinkling lights strung between 

the lively restaurants. On weekday lunchtimes, the market 

simmers with globally inspired cooking from the twenty 

or so stalls that line the street, serving queues of workers 

from the surrounding creative industry. The street wasn’t 

always so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path behind 

a tavern, over the years it’s been known for lewd sports, 

a disreputable tea-house and an atrocious graveyard. In 

the 1980s and ’90s it was bedraggled and partly derelict, 

but its resurgence over the last decade won it the Great 

Street award for the best and most improved city… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge 
in the heart of London. Studded with renowned restau-
rants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also 
features a dozen independent boutiques. The bright-
ly painted façades are reminiscent of an English seaside 
resort, while on warm evenings the street has a charming, 
continental feel as diners sit outside under twinkling lights 
strung between the lively restaurants. On weekday lunch-
times, the market simmers with globally inspired cooking 
from the twenty or so stalls that line the street, serving 
queues of workers from the surrounding creative indus-
try. The street wasn’t always so well-heeled. Beginning 
as a simple path behind a tavern, over the years it’s been 
known for lewd sports, a disreputable tea-house and…  

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in the 
heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, cafés and 
bars, the vibrant commercial street also features a dozen…

The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog but twists its paw on landing…

Tensile Strength
Ordnance survey

Rig Sans 08pt Thin and Thin Italic Rig Sans 12pt Thin and Thin Italic 

Rig Sans 18pt Thin 

Rig Sans 30pt Thin

Rig Sans 72pt Thin and Thin Italic 
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge 

in the heart of London. Studded with renowned restau-

rants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also 

features a dozen independent boutiques. The brightly 

painted façades are reminiscent of an English seaside 

resort, while on warm evenings the street has a charm-

ing, continental feel as diners sit outside under twinkling 

lights strung between the lively restaurants. On weekday 

lunchtimes, the market simmers with globally inspired 

cooking from the twenty or so stalls that line the street, 

serving queues of workers from the surrounding creative 

industry. The street wasn’t always so well-heeled. Begin-

ning as a simple path behind a tavern, over the years it’s 

been known for lewd sports, a disreputable tea-house 

and an atrocious graveyard. In the 1980s and ’90s it was 

bedraggled and partly derelict, but its resurgence over 

the last decade won it the Great Street award for the…  

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge 
in the heart of London. Studded with renowned restau-
rants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also 
features a dozen independent boutiques. The brightly 
painted façades are reminiscent of an English seaside 
resort, while on warm evenings the street has a charm-
ing, continental feel as diners sit outside under twinkling 
lights strung between the lively restaurants. On weekday 
lunchtimes, the market simmers with globally inspired 
cooking from the twenty or so stalls that line the street, 
serving queues of workers from the surrounding crea-
tive industry. The street wasn’t always so well-heeled. 
Beginning as a simple path behind a tavern, over the 
years it’s been known for lewd sports, a disreputable…  

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in the 
heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, cafés and 
bars, the vibrant commercial street also features a dozen…

The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog, as the plucky chicken dives…

Abstract theory
Confluence river

Rig Sans 08pt Light and Light Italic Rig Sans 12pt Light and Light Italic 

Rig Sans 18pt Light

Rig Sans 30pt Light

Rig Sans 72pt Light and Light Italic 
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern 

edge in the heart of London. Studded with renowned 

restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial 

street also features a dozen independent boutiques.  

The brightly painted façades are reminiscent of an English 

seaside resort, while on warm evenings the street has 

a charming, continental feel as diners sit outside under 

twinkling lights strung between the lively restaurants. 

On weekday lunchtimes, the market simmers with 

globally inspired cooking from the twenty or so stalls 

that line the street, serving queues of workers from the 

surrounding creative industry. The street wasn’t always 

so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path behind a 

tavern, over the years it’s been known for lewd sports, 

a disreputable tea-house and an atrocious graveyard. 

In the 1980s and ’90s it was bedraggled and partly 

derelict, but its resurgence over the last decade won… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern 
edge in the heart of London. Studded with renowned 
restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial 
street also features a dozen independent boutiques.  
The brightly painted façades are reminiscent of an Eng-
lish seaside resort, while on warm evenings the street 
has a charming, continental feel as diners sit outside un-
der twinkling lights strung between the lively restaurants. 
On weekday lunchtimes, the market simmers with 
globally inspired cooking from the twenty or so stalls 
that line the street, serving queues of workers from 
the surrounding creative industry. The street wasn’t 
always so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path be-
hind a tavern, over the years it’s been known for…

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in the 
heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, cafés 
and bars, the vibrant commercial street also features a dozen…  

The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog and is caught on camera…

Dermatoglyphic
Significant other

Rig Sans 08pt Regular and ItalicRig Sans 12pt Regular and Italic 

Rig Sans 18pt Regular

Rig Sans 30pt Regular

Rig Sans 72pt Regular and Italic 
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern 

edge in the heart of London. Studded with renowned 

restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial 

street also features a dozen independent boutiques.  

The brightly painted façades are reminiscent of an English 

seaside resort, while on warm evenings the street has 

a charming, continental feel as diners sit outside under 

twinkling lights strung between the lively restaurants. 

On weekday lunchtimes, the market simmers with 

globally inspired cooking from the twenty or so stalls 

that line the street, serving queues of workers from 

the surrounding creative industry. The street wasn’t 

always so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path 

behind a tavern, over the years it’s been known for 

lewd sports, a disreputable tea-house and an atrocious 

graveyard. In the 1980s and ’90s it was bedraggled 

and partly derelict, but its resurgence over the last… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern 
edge in the heart of London. Studded with renowned 
restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial 
street also features a dozen independent boutiques.  
The brightly painted façades are reminiscent of an Eng-
lish seaside resort, while on warm evenings the street 
has a charming, continental feel as diners sit outside 
under twinkling lights strung between the lively restau-
rants. On weekday lunchtimes, the market simmers 
with globally inspired cooking from the twenty or so 
stalls that line the street, serving queues of workers 
from the surrounding creative industry.
The street wasn’t always so well-heeled. Beginning 
as a simple path behind a tavern, over the years it’s… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in 
the heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, 
cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also features…

The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog, performing a perfect jeté…

Shadow & light
New technology

Rig Sans 08pt Medium and Medium Italic Rig Sans 12pt Medium and Medium Italic 

Rig Sans 18pt Medium

Rig Sans 30pt Medium

Rig Sans 72pt Medium and Medium Italic 
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern 

edge in the heart of London. Studded with renowned 

restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial 

street also features a dozen independent boutiques.  

The brightly painted façades are reminiscent of an Eng-

lish seaside resort, while on warm evenings the street 

has a charming, continental feel as diners sit outside 

under twinkling lights strung between the lively restau-

rants. On weekday lunchtimes, the market simmers 

with globally inspired cooking from the twenty or so 

stalls that line the street, serving queues of workers 

from the surrounding creative industry. The street 

wasn’t always so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple 

path behind a tavern, over the years it’s been known 

for lewd sports, a disreputable tea-house and an 

atrocious graveyard. In the 1980s and ’90s it was be-

draggled and partly derelict, but its resurgence over… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s north-
ern edge in the heart of London. Studded with 
renowned restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant 
commercial street also features a dozen independ-
ent boutiques. The brightly painted façades are rem-
iniscent of an English seaside resort, while on warm 
evenings the street has a charming, continental feel as 
diners sit outside under twinkling lights strung be-
tween the lively restaurants. On weekday lunchtimes, 
the market simmers with globally inspired cooking 
from the twenty or so stalls that line the street, serv-
ing queues of workers from the surrounding creative 
industry. The street wasn’t always so well-heeled. 
Beginning as a simple path behind a tavern, over… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in 
the heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, 
cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also features…

The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog, with a flourish of its tail…

Aurora borealis
Quality product

Rig Sans 08pt Semibold and Semibold Italic Rig Sans 12pt Semibold and Semibold Italic 

Rig Sans 18pt Semibold

Rig Sans 30pt Semibold

Rig Sans 72pt Semibold and Semibold Italic 
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern 

edge in the heart of London. Studded with renowned 

restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial 

street also features a dozen independent boutique. 

The brightly painted façades are reminiscent of an Eng-

lish seaside resort, while on warm evenings the street 

has a charming, continental feel as diners sit outside 

under twinkling lights strung between the lively restau-

rants. On weekday lunchtimes, the market simmers 

with globally inspired cooking from the twenty or so 

stalls that line the street, serving queues of workers 

from the surrounding creative industry. The street 

wasn’t always so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple 

path behind a tavern, over the years it’s been known 

for lewd sports, a disreputable tea-house and an 

atrocious graveyard. In the 1980s and ’90s it was 

bedraggled and partly derelict, but its resurgence…

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s north-
ern edge in the heart of London. Studded with 
renowned restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant 
commercial street also features a dozen independ-
ent boutiques. The brightly painted façades are 
reminiscent of an English seaside resort, while on 
warm evenings the street has a charming, continental 
feel as diners sit outside under twinkling lights strung 
between the lively restaurants. On weekday lunch-
times, the market simmers with globally inspired 
cooking from the twenty or so stalls that line the 
street, serving queues of workers from the sur-
rounding creative industry. The street wasn’t always 
so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path behind… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in 
the heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, 
cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also features…

The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy dog and dashes to the coop…

News embargo
Climate change

Rig Sans 08pt Bold and Bold ItalicRig Sans 12pt Bold and Bold Italic

Rig Sans 18pt Bold and Bold Italic

Rig Sans 30pt Bold and Bold Italic

Rig Sans 72pt Bold and Bold Italic
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s north-

ern edge in the heart of London. Studded with 

renowned restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant 

commercial street also features a dozen independ-

ent boutiques. The brightly painted façades are 

reminiscent of an English seaside resort, while on 

warm evenings the street has a charming, continen-

tal feel as diners sit outside under twinkling lights 

strung between the lively restaurants. On weekday 

lunchtimes, the market simmers with globally 

inspired cooking from the twenty or so stalls that 

line the street, serving queues of workers from the 

surrounding creative industry. The street wasn’t 

always so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path 

behind a tavern, over the years it’s been known 

for lewd sports, a disreputable tea-house and an 

atrocious graveyard. In the 1980s and ’90s it was…

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s north-
ern edge in the heart of London. Studded with 
renowned restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant 
commercial street also features a dozen independ-
ent boutiques. The brightly painted façades are rem-
iniscent of an English seaside resort, while on warm 
evenings the street has a charming, continental feel 
as diners sit outside under twinkling lights strung 
between the lively restaurants. On weekday lunch-
times, the market simmers with globally inspired 
cooking from the twenty or so stalls that line the 
street, serving queues of workers from the sur-
rounding creative industry. The street wasn’t al-
ways so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in 
the heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, 
cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also…

The quick brown fox jumps over 
the lazy dog, who opens an eye…

Majestic Peaks
Weatherproof

Rig Sans 08pt Extra Bold and Extra Bold ItalicRig Sans 12pt Extra Bold and Extra Bold Italic

Rig Sans 18pt Extra Bold

Rig Sans 30pt Extra Bold

Rig Sans 72pt Extra Bold and Extra Bold Italic
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Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s north-

ern edge in the heart of London. Studded with 

renowned restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant 

commercial street also features a dozen independ-

ent boutiques. The brightly painted façades are 

reminiscent of an English seaside resort, while on 

warm evenings the street has a charming, continen-

tal feel as diners sit outside under twinkling lights 

strung between the lively restaurants. On weekday 

lunchtimes, the market simmers with globally 

inspired cooking from the twenty or so stalls that 

line the street, serving queues of workers from the 

surrounding creative industry. The street wasn’t 

always so well-heeled. Beginning as a simple path 

behind a tavern, over the years it’s been known 

for lewd sports, a disreputable tea-house and an 

atrocious graveyard. In the 1980s and ’90s it was… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s north-
ern edge in the heart of London. Studded with 
renowned restaurants, cafés and bars, the vibrant 
commercial street also features a dozen inde-
pendent boutiques. The brightly painted façades 
are reminiscent of an English seaside resort, while 
on warm evenings the street has a charming, con-
tinental feel as diners sit outside under twinkling 
lights strung between the lively restaurants. On 
weekday lunchtimes, the market simmers with 
globally inspired cooking from the twenty or so 
stalls that line the street, serving queues of work-
ers from the surrounding creative industry. The 
street wasn’t always so well-heeled. Beginning… 

Exmouth Market decorates Clerkenwell’s northern edge in 
the heart of London. Studded with renowned restaurants, 
cafés and bars, the vibrant commercial street also…

The quick brown fox jumps over 
the lazy dog, laughing in delight…

Topographical
Online market

Rig Sans 08pt Black and Black Italic Rig Sans 12pt Black and Black Italic 

Rig Sans 18pt Black 

Rig Sans 30pt Black

Rig Sans 72pt Black and Black Italic 
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
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Uppercase

Lowercase

Alternate Characters

Punctuation and Symbols

All Caps Punctuation

Proportional Lining

Proportional Oldstyle 

Tabular Lining 

Superscript and Subscript

Precomposed Fractions

Character Set
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(H) [H] «H» H/H H-H

fīrers superfície

1⁄2  1⁄3  1⁄4  5⁄6  7⁄8

E=mc2  Footnote1

H2O  NH3  C2H6O

1º  2ª  № 

Generator 

Juxtaposition

It was an Impala

Quartet

Plants & Animals

$1,357.09 £2,468.10 

$1.5(€2,4)6:9+3=8

2103 4056 7890

(H) [H] «H» H/H H-H

fīrers superfície

1/2  1/3  1/4  5/6  7/8

E=mc2  Footnote1

H2O  NH3  C2H6O 

1o  2a  No. 

Generator

Juxtaposition 

It was an Impala

Quartet

Plants & Animals

$1,357.09 £2,468.10 

$1.5(€2,4)6:9+3=8

2103 4056 7890

All Caps – Punctuation 

Contextual Alternatives – Narrow f

Fractions

Superscript

Subscript

Ordinals

Stylistic Sets

Barless G – Set 1

Barless J – Set 2

Barless I – Set 3

Bartail Q – Set 4 

Alternate Ampersand – Set 5

Figures

Proportional Oldstyle Figures

Tabular Lining Figures

Slashed Zero (All Figure Styles)

Feature Off Feature OnOpenType Features
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